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Key Points

• Drug development is amongst riskiest, costliest businesses
• R&D productivity decreased through 2000’s
• Investment shifting to areas of greatest need and where clearer path forward exists
• Drug development ecosystem evolving, operational complexity increasing
• Explication of human biology of CNS conditions necessary to confidently advance innovative therapies
• Critical to adhere to rigorous drug development methodology in both early (POM, dose selection, POC) and late phase development
Pharmaceutical R&D is Risky

One of the Highest Risk Processes: 10–15 years

R&D Spending has Outpaced Productivity

New Drug and Biologics Approvals and R&D Spending

R&D expenditures are adjusted for inflation; curve is a 3-year moving average for NME/NBEs
Sources: Tufts CSDD; PhRMA, 2014 Industry Profile
New Drugs Now Cost Nearly $2.6B, Shaping Direction of Sponsors’ R&D Efforts

Driven mainly by increased out-of-pocket costs & higher failure rates

Average Cost to Develop and Win Marketing Approval for a New Drug

- Key drivers of increased clinical costs include clinical trial complexity, larger clinical trial sizes, higher cost from medical sector, testing of comparator drugs to accommodate payer demands for comparative effectiveness data.
- The changes in overall time for development & regulatory approval only has modest effect on increase in R&D costs

Source: Tufts Center for the Study of Drug Development
Attrition Rates Have Increased Across Each Phase of Development

Industry Shifting Investment to More Challenging Disease Areas

• Regression analysis:
  – Overall productivity: 0.48
    • Every year, the number of expected NMEs generated by the projects started between 2000–2004 is less than one-half of the number of expected NMEs per year generated by R&D projects started between 1990 and 1999

  – When “ATC” is taken into account, productivity is 0.92:
    • Within each disease category, productivity is constant

• The reduced output of pharmaceutical development appears to be driven by a change in the disease areas investigated

Phase II Failure Rates Continue to Impact Productivity

*Phase II success rates remain low (~20%) with insufficient efficacy as most frequently cited reason for failure*

The 148 failures are divided according to reason for failure when reported (105 drugs) and therapeutic area.
Drug Development Ecosystem has become more Complex and Demands Collaboration
High turnover, protocol noncompliance plague the global site landscape

Half of all unique investigators in 2013 were first-time 1572 filers

- The number of active unique principal investigators (PIs) conducting FDA regulated clinical trials worldwide has reached a record of nearly 40,000, but growth is slowing.
- North America continues to lose its share of active global FDA-regulated PIs.
- The numbers of active PIs in India and China, countries once expected to see the most dramatic relative growth, have declined by 16% and 5%, respectively.
- Investigator turnover has increased dramatically: half of all unique PIs who filed a form 1572 in 2009 have yet to file again, up from 40% four years ago.
- The number of annual CDER inspections of sites outside the United States has tripled since 2001, while declining by 36% inside the U.S.
- Protocol noncompliance, the area of performance deficiency that has grown the most during the past decade, accounted for 46% of all investigative site deficiencies.
CNS Disease Burden—a Compelling Reason to Progress Effort

Central Nervous System (CNS) Diseases Cost Europe $1 Trillion per Year

Burden of Disease: Disability-Adjusted Life Years (DALY) (# of years lost due to ill-health, disability or early death)

Key Challenges in CNS Drug Development

• Brain inviolate, biology unclear, genetics complex

• Few validated molecular targets
  – Molecular targets for major pharmacological classes (antidepressants, anxiolytics, antipsychotics), decades old
  – Until recently, we’ve been looking under the same stones!

• Few compelling biomarkers

• Most animal models not true “disease models”
  – Used to screen for known pharmacology
  – Evaluate effects on behavioral dimensions (anxiety, apathy, anhedonia) that may not readily translate to relevant condition in humans
Is Nosology Constraining Innovation?

- Diagnostic system is phenomenological, based on observed or reported symptoms/complaints
- Classification is not biologically determined (though clinically useful)
- Co-morbidity more the rule than the exception
- Heterogeneity of patient populations confounds signal detection
- Since DSM informs regulatory pathway, development has been focused on currently defined syndromes
“The National institute of Mental Health (NIMH) has not changed its position on DSM-5...It is increasingly evident that mental illness will be best understood as disorders of brain structure and function that implicate specific domains of cognition, emotion, and behavior. This is the focus of the NIMH’s Research Domain Criteria (RDoC) project...”

*Insel/Lieberman News Release, APA, May 14, 2013*
Breakthroughs in CNS Drug Development Require Clarification of Underlying Conditions

• Explication of human biology

• Deconstruction of complex behavioral syndromes
  – Syndromes are complex phenotypes
  – Syndromes are polygenic and multi-factorial

• Identification of endophenotypes to inform gene analysis, clarify genetic determinants, and identify relevant targets
  – Neuroimaging (structural/neuroanatomical, functional/neurocircuitry)
  – Biochemical/Neuroendocrine
  – Cognitive/Neuropsych

• Development of more relevant animal models to facilitate translational efforts
Neurocircuitry of Pathological Domains May Better Inform Drug Development

“Common Symptoms arise from common circuit dysfunction” *

*From Buckholtz and Meyer-Lindenberg, Neuron 74, June 21, 2012 Elsevier Inc.
BC=Brain Circuit; C=Cognitive process 1-3
Functional Imaging Provides Insights into Dysconnectivity, Informs Future Research

Figure 3. Genetic Variation Affects Risk for Psychopathology by Disrupting Cognition-Specific Brain Circuits
*From Buckholtz and Meyer-Lindenberg, Neuron 74, June 21, 2012 Elsevier Inc
Adherence to Rational Drug Development is Critical

• Proof of Mechanism (POM): “3 Pillars”
  – Exposure at target site
  – Interaction with pharmacological target
  – Evidence of relevant, expected pharmacological activity

• Proof of Concept (POC)
  – Optimize signal detection

• Dose finding studies (P2b)
  – Rigorous evaluation of exposure/response for key variables to optimize P3 dose selection
  – Incorporation of adaptive dose range design

• Pivotal trials (P3)
  – Continuity with P2 population characteristics and outcome measures
  – Minimize placebo response and variability
  – Thorough oversight of operational execution
Are We Reaching an Inflection Point?

• Neuroscience basic research knowledge exploding
  – Preclinical biology, genetics

• Human experimental biology platforms being refined/incorporated into development paradigms
  – Neuroimaging, biomarker development, quantitative neuropsych

• Clarification of functional domains/relevant neurocircuitry should allow for more effective de-risking in earlier phases of development

• Enhancements in clinical trial methodology and trial execution should increase probability of success in late phase development